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Philip N. J. Wythe’s Headstone
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The headstone of 
Philip N. J. Wythe in 
Barton Heights Cemeteries, 
Richmond, Virginia. All 
photographs, July 2017, by 
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 T he headstone marking the grave of Philip N. J. Wythe now lies 
flat on its back, face to the sun, partially hidden among the tall 
grasses at the Barton Heights Cemeteries in Richmond, Vir-
ginia. The marker’s form is deceptively simple. Made of coarse- 
grained sandstone, it features no pictorial symbols, no death’s 

head or cherub or weeping willow. Rather, its primary decoration comes in the 
form of its inscription. Blocky, even letters fill the entire face of the stone:

THIS
Stone is

Placed Here by
Benjmn Wythe
In Memory of

his Brother
Philip N. J. Wythe
who was Born in
Richmd Va Sept 3d

1803 & departed
this life

Decm 24th 1827

Above the lengthy inscription, baroque lines divide the top of the stone into three 
sections—two smaller shoulder caps leading up to a central, rounded tympanum. 
Taken in its entirety, the marker is an embodiment, as its namesake was an em-
bodiment, of the interconnectedness of southern history. Overlooked today, it 
challenges us to engage with the southern past in a way that few other artifacts can.

Approaching the object, the first thing we observe is its very survival. People of 
African descent, the vast majority of whom were enslaved, made up a steady half of 
Richmond’s population. For generations, this half of the population had only one 
public burial option: the so- called “Burial Ground for Negroes” located on the steep 
banks of Shockoe Creek. And this site was far from permanent. In use as late as 1816, 
the unbounded ground was prone to flooding, where, as free black resident Christo-
pher McPherson lamented, “every heavy rain commits ravages upon some one grave 
or another, and some coffins have already been washed away.” This “mock of a grave 
yard” also became the site of the city gallows, where criminals were shamed, publicly 
executed, and then interred in humiliation. Richmonders of African descent who 
may have felt reverence toward this ground and its offerings soon saw a jail built 
on the site as well as a charity school for whites. In the twentieth century, the con-
struction of an interstate highway completed the effacement. Thus, early authori-
ties sought to close off opportunities for the public memorialization of black lives.1

Yet Benjamin Wythe and other free black residents had found a way to lay claim 
to their place in the city. In 1815, after years of protest over the conditions at the 
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Burial Ground for Negroes, dozens of these artisans, barbers, carters, seam-
stresses, boarding house keepers, and other workers pooled funds to create a 
“Burying Ground Society of the Free People of Color of the City of Richmond.” 
The group succeeded in purchasing a lot just north of town on Academy Hill for 
this purpose, to be known as the “Phoenix Burying Ground.” Wythe’s gravestone 
for his brother is the oldest surviving stone in the yard. As such, it is the earliest 
in situ African American artifact in the region, and perhaps the earliest surviving 
grave marker erected by a person of African ancestry in Virginia.2

The marker’s lengthy inscription underscores its claims for monumentality 
and currency. Literacy itself was a dangerous quality, after all. The marker ap-
peared during the lifetimes of those who remembered the failed rebellion in 1800, 
when the enslaved and literate blacksmith Gabriel forged a coalition of slaves, free 
blacks, and a few abolition- minded whites aiming to overturn the political order 
amid the language of liberty. In the crackdown that followed, free blacks saw the 
erosion of their tenuous rights—they were required to register with local officials 
and carry freedom papers; their testimony was inadmissible against white persons 
in court; and they were barred from attending night meetings, gambling, or riding 
in carriages unless as servants. Yet the pursuit of literacy remained, even after the 
clerk Christopher McPherson was run out of town following his attempt to open 
a school for local blacks. Benjamin Wythe’s words, hardened in stone on Academy 
Hill, made a statement that would resonate as broadly as any pictorial symbol.3

And the substance of his inscribed words was direct. “THIS stone is placed 
here,” Wythe’s inscription begins. It was an unusual formulation among early 
American epitaphs, which by the early nineteenth century typically opened with 
variations on “In memory of . . .” In contrast, Wythe’s message calls immediate 
attention to the stone itself, its location, and its sponsor. “THIS stone is placed 
here by Benjmn Wythe.” In all, it raises and answers the question of who gets to 
speak for the dead, a key assertion for black Virginians. The inscription goes on 
to detail a relation of kinship, a brotherhood. Further, it recognizes the dignity of 
the individual buried beneath, giving Philip’s place of origin and his precise birth 
and death dates—a young man lost in his prime and mourned by those around 
him. At the same time, this marker and its neighbors provided a space for the per-
formance of funeral rituals to serve an oral culture.4

As distinctive as these claims may have been, the marker nevertheless confirms 
a close relationship with those whites buried across town in the yard of St. John’s 
church. The marker achieves this in its overall form, which is common across the hal-
lowed old grounds atop Church Hill. For example, four years prior to Wythe’s death, 
the survivors of John Hardy raised a similar headstone in 1823 (figure 2). Hardy’s 
marker featured a comparable grain of stone, a tripartite top with shoulder caps, in-
verted inner curves, and a tympanum above a central horizontal step, with lettering 
as its sole inscribed decoration. Four slight flourishes highlight the inscription, but 



The headstone of John Hardy in St. John’s churchyard, Richmond, Virginia.
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its blocky lettering conveyed a familiar formula of attributes. Like Wythe’s inscrip-
tion, it was offered to the “Memory of ” the deceased with reference to Hardy’s birth 
and death dates and his birthplace (in this case, in Fife Shire, Scotland). In these 
parallels, Wythe’s statement gestured toward parity, even community.

That connection closed even tighter when we consider that Benjamin and 
Philip may have taken their surname from George Wythe, jurist and signer of the 
Declaration of Independence whose gravesite in St. John’s churchyard is one of 
the main attractions there. Wythe was known for his anti- slavery sentiments, and 
the great- aunt of Benjamin and Philip, Lydia Broadnax, had been a longtime ser-
vant in Wythe’s household. Born into slavery, Broadnax served the childless wid-
ower Wythe as a housekeeper for years following her manumission in 1787, and she 
accompanied the chancellor in his move to Richmond from Williamsburg in 1791. 
In her will, written in 1820, Broadnax gave all her property (consisting of a house 
on a half- acre Richmond lot, her furniture, and her savings) “to Philip Wythe and 
Benjamin Wythe, free boys of colour, grandsons of my sister Letty Robertson 
deceased.” Nothing more specific is known about the mother of Benjamin and 
Philip; Broadnax’s will suggests a close sense of family among those three who re-
mained. After Broadnax herself died in February 1827, funds from her estate likely 
helped Benjamin erect the tribute to his brother.5

Funds from the estate of the young men’s father likely helped Benjamin raise the 
monument as well. And his identity introduces yet another element into the com-
plex shape of their history, for he was recognized as Isaac Judah, the first reader, 
or hazan, of Richmond’s Congregation Beth Shalome, the sixth- oldest synagogue 
in the United States. A Sephardic Jew, Judah was a wealthy merchant and land-
owner who had resided in the city since the 1780s. Judah never married, and before 
he died in May 1827, he named Benjamin and Philip in his will as beneficiaries, as 
“free mulatto boys & brothers whom I brought up, in consideration of their at-
tachment & fidelity, and my natural regard for them,” awarding them several city 
lots and eight hundred dollars. This was a personal statement, not a political state-
ment, for while Judah’s will provided manumission for two female slaves, it also 
directed four other slaves to be sold. So, we can infer that Judah’s “natural regard” 
for the two young men was due to his parentage, just as Benjamin adopted the 
Judah surname shortly after the latter’s death. A rounded, neoclassical headstone 
was raised over Isaac Judah’s grave in the city’s Hebrew Cemetery, which stood 
within sight of Academy Hill. Months later, attendants at Judah’s grave could look 
across the valley to see the marker raised for his son, glinting just in the distance.6

The entangled families, livelihoods, and artistic conventions expressed in 
these graves make a statement rarely found in the tradition of “dual heritage” 
so often expressed by white and black southerners. The entanglement points to 
the place of minorities—ethnic, religious, urban, free—embedded in the south-
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ern landscape, standing against the commonplace portrait of the Old South. In 
this, Wythe’s marker is especially profound. It creates what Michael Schudson and 
Elizabethada Wright call an “available past,” allowing for the possibility of mar-
ginalized residents and stories to enter public memory.7

Few of the thousands of visitors and schoolchildren who wander through St. 
John’s churchyard every year looking for the region’s Revolutionary- era history 
find their way to the cemetery in which Wythe’s stone rests. To do so, they would 
need to leave the comforts of the St. John’s Church Historic District, head north 
up Shockoe Valley, north of the interstate, and north of a ravine, into the heart of a 
distressed neighborhood. Earlier, at the turn of the twentieth century, the twelve- 
acre cemetery complex in which the Phoenix Burying Ground had become a part 
fell victim to new streetcar suburbs built on Academy Hill. The incoming white 
residents of “Barton Heights” sought to have the black burial grounds closed. This 
was accomplished in 1904, and the city of Richmond took over ownership of the 
property a few decades later. The site fell into neglect, as highway construction 
and white flight changed its environs again. The fortunes of the “Barton Heights 

The Barton Heights Cemeteries.
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Cemeteries” were revived for a time in the 1990s by Denise Lester, a newly arrived 
descendant of a freedman interred there. Appalled by the burial ground’s condi-
tion and by the fact that some black residents were unaware of its significance—
“some of them thought it was a Jewish cemetery,” she found—Lester gathered 
a group of volunteers for public events at the cemetery, rallied the city to attend 
to its upkeep, placed it on the National Register of Historic Places, and erected 
a state highway marker at the site. Lester could not sustain her activity, however, 
and by the 2010s, the site was sleepy again, despite its innovative place in the re-
gion’s history (figure 3).8

So the gravestone’s current neglect belies the hostility expressed by white south-
erners toward such a multifaceted view of the region’s past. It remains imperative 
to find. For a city built on slavery, in what was the most populous southern state, 
the marker offers a portal through which to see what W. E. B. DuBois called “the 
strange meaning of being black.” Its jarring singularity conveys the tension of 
double consciousness, in which, as expressed by DuBois, “one ever feels his two- 
ness,—an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled striv-
ings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it 
from being torn asunder.” Untorn, the stone lies there today, warmed in the sun, 
cooled in the frost, still faintly legible, and its legacy is ours.9
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